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The English Writings of Rabindranath Tagore: A miscellany
1994

this volume is a collection of different genres of writings ý six prose works including the hibbert lectures the
religion of man a large number of lectures and addresses on various issues public statements and messages and
conversations with some of the eminent persons of this century ý einstein croce rolland and gandhi

The Life Story and Greatest Works of Rabindranath Tagore :The Life
and Times of Rabindranath Tagore +Gitanjali +Nationalism +Stories
from Tagore
2004

the life story and greatest works of rabindranath tagore the life and times of rabindranath tagore gitanjali
nationalism stories from tagore by rabindranath tagore dive into the life story and literary works of the iconic
rabindranath tagore this comprehensive collection includes gitanjali nationalism and captivating stories that
showcase tagore s genius

The English Writings of Rabindranath Tagore: Poems
2022-11-13

digicat presents to you this unique poetry collection my golden bengal amar shonar bangla the morning song of
india jana gana mana gitanjali the gardener fruit gathering the crescent moon the home on the seashore the
source baby s way the unheeded pageant sleep stealer the beginning baby s world when and why defamation the
judge playthings the astronomer clouds and waves the champa flower fairyland the land of the exile the rainy day
paper boats the sailor the further bank the flower school the merchant sympathy vocation superior the little big
man twelve o clock authorship the wicked postman the hero the end the recall the first jasmines the banyan tree
benediction the gift my song the child angel the last bargain stray birds lover s gift and crossing the fugitive kacha
and devayani ama and vinayaka the mother s prayer somaka and ritvik karna and kunti the child songs of kabir my
reminiscences autobiography

The Complete Poetry of Rabindranath Tagore
2023-01-09

rabindhranath tagore reshaped bengali literature and music as well as indian art with contextual modernism in
the late 19th and early 20th centuries author of the profoundly sensitive fresh and beautiful poetry of gitanjali he
became in 1913 the first non european and the first lyricist to win the nobel prize in literature referred to as the
bard of bengal tagore was known by sobriquets gurudev kobiguru biswakobi tagore s poetic songs were viewed as
spiritual and mercurial however his elegant prose and magical poetry remain largely unknown outside bengal
poetry 1 ama and vinayaka 2 baul songs 3 collected poems 3 1 boro budur 3 2 the child 3 3 freedom 3 4 from hindi
songs of jnanadas 3 5 fulfilment 3 6 krishnakali 3 7 the new year 3 8 raidas the sweeper 3 9 santiniketan song 3 10
shesher kobita 3 11 the son of man 3 12 this evil day 3 13 w w pearson 4 fruit gathering 5 the fugitive the fugitive
i the fugitive ii the fugitive iii 6 gitanjali 7 kacha and devayani 8 karna and kunti 9 lover s gift 10 the mother s
prayer 11 other poems 12 somaka and ritvik 13 songs of kabir 14 stray birds 15 vaishnava songs short stories 1 a
feast for rats 2 the auspicious vision 3 the babus of nayanjore 4 the cabuliwallah 5 the castaway 6 the child s
return 7 the devotee 8 the editor 9 the elder sister 10 emancipation 11 exercise book 12 finally 13 the fugitive
gold 14 the gift of vision 15 giribala 16 haimanti of autumn 17 holiday 18 the home coming 19 the hungry stones
20 in the night 21 the kingdom of cards 22 living or dead 23 the lost jewels 24 mashi 25 master mashai 26 my fair
neighbour 27 my lord the baby 28 once there was a king 29 the parrot s training 30 the patriot 31 the postmaster
32 raja and rani 33 the renunciation 34 the riddle solved 35 the river stairs 36 saved 37 the skeleton 38 the son of
rashmani 39 subha 40 the supreme night 41 unwanted 42 the victory 43 vision 44 we crown thee king novels 1 the
broken ties nastanirh 2 the home and the world 3 the religion of man plays 1 autumn festival 2 chitra 3 the cycle
of spring 4 the gardener 5 the king and the queen 6 the king of the dark chamber 7 malini 8 the post office 9 red
oleanders 10 sacrifice 11 sanyasi or the ascetic 12 the trial 13 the waterfall essays 1 the center of indian culture 2
creative unity 2 1 an eastern university 2 2 an indian folk religion 2 3 the creative ideal 2 4 east and west 2 5 the
modern age 2 6 the nation 2 7 the poet s religion 2 8 the religion of the forest 2 9 the spirit of freedom 2 10
woman and home 3 nationalism 3 1 nationalism in india 3 2 nationalism in japan 3 3 nationalism in the west 3 4
the sunset of the century 4 sadhana 4 1 the problem of evil 4 2 the problem of self 4 3 realization in action 4 4
realization in love 4 5 the realization of beauty 4 6 the realization of the infinite 4 7 the relation of the individual to
the universe 4 8 soul consciousness 5 the spirit of japan non fiction 1 glimpses of bengal introduction 1885 1887
1888 1890 1891 1892 1893 1894 1895 2 my reminiscences part 1 1 my reminiscences 2 teaching begins 3 within
and without part 2 4 servocracy 5 the normal school 6 versification 7 various learning 8 my first outing 9
practising poetry part 3 10 srikantha babu 11 our bengali course ends 12 the professor 13 my father 14 a journey
with my father 15 at the himalayas part 4 16 my return 17 home studies 18 my home environment 19 literary
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companions 20 publishing 21 bhanu singha 22 patriotism 23 the bharati part 5 24 ahmedabad 25 england 26 loken
palit 27 the broken heart part 6 28 european music 29 valmiki pratibha 30 evening songs 31 an essay on music 32
the river side 33 more about the evening songs 34 morning songs part 7 35 rajendrahal mitra 36 karwar 37 nature
s revenge 38 pictures and songs 39 an intervening period 40 bankim chandra part 8 41 the steamer hulk 42
bereavements 43 the rains and autumn 44 sharps and flats

The Complete Works of Rabindranath Tagore. Illustrated
2014-08-01

four short interesting english stories by rabindranath tagore stories are the parrot s training the victory the
patriot giribala

4 Stories of Rabindranath Tagore
2010-09-27

this book was originally written as a dissertation in partial fulfillment of the requirement for the degree of doctor
of philosophy in comparative literature in the graduate school of the state university of new york at binghamton in
1985

Horizon of Expectations
2019-04-13

sadhana the realisation of life is a hindu philosophy classic by rabindranath tagore that containd the following
chapters the relation of the individual to the universe soul consciousness the problem of evil the problem of self
realisation in love realisation in action the realisation of beauty the realisation of the infinite

Rabindranath Tagore
2006

the philosophy of rabindranath tagore by sarvepalli radhakrishnan published by digicat digicat publishes a wide
range of titles that encompasses every genre from well known classics literary fiction and non fiction to forgotten
or yet undiscovered gems of world literature we issue the books that need to be read each digicat edition has been
meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e readers and devices our goal is to produce ebooks
that are user friendly and accessible to everyone in a high quality digital format

The Complete Poems of Rabindranath Tagore's Gitanjali
2023-11-17

in 1913 rabindranath tagore received the nobel prize in literature world famous overnight he was translated into
numerous languages meanwhile in slovenia a young still anonymous poet felt strongly drawn to the newly
available works of the indian bard this young man was srečko kosovel who is today hailed as slovenia s leading
avant garde poet of the interwar period but what could kosovel then barely out of his teens have in common with a
figure of tagore s stature deeply affected by italy s conquest of parts of slovene populated territory kosovel was
able to identify with tagore and relate to the historical predicament of colonial subjugation despite coming from
different backgrounds they were kindred spirits a dynamic creative ideal of universalism lay at the core of their
concerns as a true universalist in the sense of feeling empathy with the less fortunate it was more in the spirit of
equality that kosovel approached tagore this volume is the first comparative study of the writings of these two
poets who lived worlds apart but spoke in strikingly similar voices it explores the links between india and east
central europe in the early decades of the twentieth century and gives expression to responses from within europe
that have largely been overlooked in postcolonial and cultural studies

The Philosophy of Rabindranath Tagore
2016-02-18

affectionately known as the bard of bengal rabindranath tagore was also a celebrated novelist short story writer
essayist and playwright who introduced new prose and verse forms into bengali literature freeing it from
traditional models based on classical sanskrit highly influential in introducing indian culture to the west tagore is
generally regarded as the outstanding creative artist of early twentieth century india becoming the first non
european to receive the nobel prize for literature the delphi poets series offers readers the works of literature s
finest poets with superior formatting this volume presents tagore s collected works with related illustrations and
the usual delphi bonus material version 1 beautifully illustrated with images relating to tagore s life and works
concise introduction to tagore s life and poetry images of how the poetry books were first printed giving your
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ereader a taste of the original texts excellent formatting of the poems many rare translations by the poet himself
often missed out of other collections special chronological and alphabetical contents tables for the poetry easily
locate the poems you want to read two novels including the wreck first time in digital publishing rare short stories
and plays includes tagore s letters explore the poet s personal correspondence a generous selection of non fiction
features edward john thompson s seminal biography discover tagore s literary life scholarly ordering of texts into
chronological order and literary genres please visit delphiclassics com to see our wide range of poet titles
contents the life and poetry of rabindranath tagore brief introduction rabindranath tagore the crescent moon my
golden bengal gitanjali fruit gathering the morning song of india the fugitive and other poems stray birds the
gardener songs of kabir lover s gift crossing fireflies miscellaneous verses the poems list of poems in chronological
order list of poems in alphabetical order the plays chitra the cycle of spring the king of the dark chamber the post
office malini sacrifice the king and the queen autumn festival red oleanders the waterfall the trial the novels the
home and the world the wreck the short stories the hungry stones and other stories mashi and other stories
stories from tagore broken ties and other stories miscellaneous short stories index of short stories the letters
glimpses of bengal the non fiction creative unity nationalism sadhana the realisation of life the spirit of japan the
autobiography my reminiscences the biography rabindranath tagore his life and work by edward john thompson
please visit delphiclassics com to browse through our range of poetry titles or buy the entire delphi poets series as
a super set

Universalist Hopes in India and Europe
2017-11-29

the author of this book rabindranath tagore was a genius poet and thinker this collection contains some of his
most famous stories like the home coming once there was a king the child s return subha the postmaster and the
castaway the author is a master of taking simple stories and adding complex plots which are beautifully presented
in the collection

Delphi Collected Works of Rabindranath Tagore (Illustrated)
2021

biography of rabindranath tagore inspirational biographies for children by manish kumar offers a biographical
account of rabindranath tagore the renowned indian poet philosopher and nobel laureate key aspects of the book
biography of rabindranath tagore inspirational biographies for children multifaceted genius the book explores
rabindranath tagore s contributions to literature music art and his role as a prominent thinker of his time
philosophical insights it delves into tagore s philosophical thoughts on life nature spirituality and his vision for a
harmonious world cultural icon the book aims to inspire young readers by showcasing tagore s impact on indian
culture and his enduring influence on global literature biography of rabindranath tagore inspirational biographies
for children by manish kumar introduces young readers to the life and philosophy of a multifaceted luminary

Complete Works of Rabindranath Tagore
2022-06-02

digicat presents to you this unique poetry collection my golden bengal amar shonar bangla the morning song of
india jana gana mana gitanjali the gardener fruit gathering the crescent moon the home on the seashore the
source baby s way the unheeded pageant sleep stealer the beginning baby s world when and why defamation the
judge playthings the astronomer clouds and waves the champa flower fairyland the land of the exile the rainy day
paper boats the sailor the further bank the flower school the merchant sympathy vocation superior the little big
man twelve o clock authorship the wicked postman the hero the end the recall the first jasmines the banyan tree
benediction the gift my song the child angel the last bargain stray birds lover s gift and crossing the fugitive kacha
and devayani ama and vinayaka the mother s prayer somaka and ritvik karna and kunti the child songs of kabir my
reminiscences autobiography

Stories from Tagore
2021-02-01

at a time when people used to be named after the gods and goddesses when the little girl was born after five sons
her parents lovingly named her nirupama slowly nirupama niru grew up into a beautiful girl her parents started
searching for a suitable boy for her to marry her father ram sunder mitra looked everywhere but was not satisfied
with the kind of proposals he was getting ultimately he found a prospective groom for his daughterÑthe only son
of a rai bahadur although his property and wealth had depleted quite a lot yet it was a renowned family the
groomÕs side asked for rs 10 000 and all the things required in a household without thinking ram sunder agreed
to all their conditionsÑafter all he did not want to lose this prospect
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Biography of Rabindranath Tagore
2023-11-12

awarded the noble prize for literature in 1913 rabindranath tagore 1861 1941 is considered the most important
poet of modern day india he was also a distinguished author educator social reformer and philosopher today
tagore along with mahatma gandhi is prized as a foremost intellectual and spiritual advocate of india s liberation
from imperial rule this inspiring collection of tagore s poetry represents his simple prayers of common life each of
the seventy seven prayers is an eloquent affirmation of the divine in the face of both joy and sorrow like the
psalms of david they transcend time and speak directly to the human heart the spirit of this collection may be best
symbolized by a single sentence by sarvepalli radhakrishnan the renowned philosopher and statesman who served
as president of india rabindranath tagore was one of the few representatives of the universal person to whom the
future of the world belongs

The Complete Poetical Works of Rabindranath Tagore
2009-01-01

this biography of rabindranath tagore draws upon his letters to reveal two aspects of his life the mystic poet and
writer who also strove through his work as an educator and social reformer to do something practical and
constructive for his country

Selected Stories of Rabindranath Tagore
2011-12-10

the poems of rabindranath tagore 1861 1941 are among the most haunting and tender in indian and in world
literature expressing a profound and passionate human yearning his ceaselessly inventive works deal with such
subjects as the interplay between god and the world the eternal and transient and with the paradox of an
endlessly changing universe that is in tune with unchanging harmonies poems such as earth and in the eyes of a
peacock present a picture of natural processes unaffected by human concerns while others as in recovery 14
convey the poet s bewilderment about his place in the world and exuberant works such as new rain and
grandfather s holiday describe tagore s sheer joy at the glories of nature or simply in watching a grandchild play

Heart of God
1937

the nobel prize winner rabindranath tagore 1861 1941 the indian goethe as albert schweitzer called him was not
only the foremost poet and playwright of modern india but one of its most profound and influential thinkers kalyan
sen gupta s book is the first comprehensive introduction to tagore s philosophical socio political and religious
thinking drawing on rabindranath s poetry as well as his essays and against the background theme of his deep
sensitivity to the holistic character of human life and the natural world sen gupta explores the wide range of
tagore s thought his idea of spirituality his reflections on the significance of death his educational innovations and
his relationship to his great contemporary gandhi are among the topics that sen gupta discusses as are tagore s
views on marriage his distinctive understanding of hinduism and his prescient concerns for the natural
environment the author does not disguise the tensions to be found in tagore s writings but endorses the great poet
s own conviction that these are tensions resolvable at the level of a creative life if not at that of abstract thought

Collected Poems and Plays of Rabindranath Tagore
2004

e artnow presents to you this unique poetry collection my golden bengal amar shonar bangla the morning song of
india jana gana mana gitanjali the gardener fruit gathering the crescent moon the home on the seashore the
source baby s way the unheeded pageant sleep stealer the beginning baby s world when and why defamation the
judge playthings the astronomer clouds and waves the champa flower fairyland the land of the exile the rainy day
paper boats the sailor the further bank the flower school the merchant sympathy vocation superior the little big
man twelve o clock authorship the wicked postman the hero the end the recall the first jasmines the banyan tree
benediction the gift my song the child angel the last bargain stray birds lover s gift and crossing the fugitive kacha
and devayani ama and vinayaka the mother s prayer somaka and ritvik karna and kunti the child songs of kabir my
reminiscences autobiography

Rabindranath Tagore
2005-03-31

this volume includes nine plays and four stories translated by tagore and also five prose works
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Selected Poems
1951

25 Portraits of Rabindranath Tagore
2018

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other
nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate
has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be
preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation
process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Profile of Rabindranath Tagore in World Literature
2016-02-24

treasure trove of literature by tagore the post office selected stories of rabindranath tagore the crescent moon by
rabindranath tagore immerse yourself in the poetic brilliance of rabindranath tagore the renowned indian writer
and nobel laureate this collection features the post office a poignant play centered around a child s perspective on
life and death additionally selected stories of rabindranath tagore presents a selection of the author s captivating
short stories while the crescent moon showcases his evocative poetry tagore s eloquent prose and lyrical poetry
make this collection a true treasure trove for literature enthusiasts key aspects of the book treasure trove of
literature by tagore the post office selected stories of rabindranath tagore the crescent moon emotional depth
tagore s works are known for their emotional depth and exploration of complex human experiences leaving a
lasting impact on readers short story mastery the collection of short stories exhibits tagore s ability to craft
compelling narratives with profound meanings and themes poetic beauty the crescent moon showcases tagore s
poetic brilliance reflecting on nature love and the human spirit rabindranath tagore was an indian poet writer
composer and painter who lived from 1861 to 1941 he is widely regarded as one of the greatest literary figures in
the world and his influence extends far beyond literature tagore s profound thoughts and artistic expressions
earned him the nobel prize in literature in 1913 making him the first non european to receive this prestigious
honor his literary legacy continues to inspire readers and artists globally promoting cultural exchange and
understanding

The Philosophy of Rabindranath Tagore
2020-04-19

glimpses of bengal the letters of tagore 1917 is a selection of letters by rabindranath tagore published after tagore
received the 1913 nobel prize in literature glimpses of bengal the letters of tagore collects letters from 1885 to
1895 a period designated by the author as the most productive period of his literary life bridging the gap between
fiction and nonfiction these letters contain personal reflections on the political situation in india mediations on
nature and poetry and stunning vignettes of life in the nineteenth century the unsheltered sea heaves and heaves
and blanches into foam it sets me thinking of some tied up monster straining at its bonds in front of whose gaping
jaws we build our homes on the shore and watch it lashing its tail in this selection of letters tagore is at his
philosophical poetic best reflecting earnestly and with ease on matters public and private a young man he writes
with the clarity and wisdom of one who has lived many times over granting readers a glimpse of the iconic figure
he would become toward the end of his life and career his portrait of bengal is heartfelt and true unadorned and
yet possessing an almost mystical quality whether describing his travels upriver by boat or a dream journey
through a calcutta immersed in a dense dark mist tagore never fails to intrigue enrapture and enlighten with a
beautifully designed cover and professionally typeset manuscript this edition of rabindranath tagore s glimpses of
bengal the letters of tagore is a classic of indian literature reimagined for modern readers

The Complete Poetical Works of Rabindranath Tagore
1994

a compilation of the nobel laureate s literary masterpieces this exquisitely designed leather bound edition with
gold gilded edges contains the english translations of his twenty five classic short stories namely the river stairs
the postmaster the cabuliwallah living or dead the supreme night the home coming the hungry stones the
auspicious vision master mashai and mashi among others also included is gitanjali his most celebrated collection
of poetry my reminiscences his memoir and the well known novel the home and the world a small editorial note
precedes each work
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The English Writings of Rabindranath Tagore: Plays, stories, essays
1993

rabindranath tagore is the second most popular literature laureate of all time after john steinbeck according to the
official website of the nobel prize writers ranked below him on the popularity chart include gabriel garcia marquez
pablo neruda and ernest hemingway tagore won the prize in 1913 but a hundred years later readers continue to
flock to his work because it possesses all the qualities essential to keep it fresh and relevant despite the passage
of time big ideas complex themes stylistic brilliance a deep engagement with nature beauty family love and
passion and above all a profound timelessness keeping the 21st century reader firmly in mind this volume brings
together some of tagore s most celebrated works in the home and the world perhaps his most popular novel
intricate issues of devotion to the motherland and to the family are explored through a story of two friends and a
woman coming into her own the monk king with its devious priest and marauding armies is also about the power
of sacrifice and loyalty in the laboratory tagore s last short story he creates a world that is materialistic and
amoral with a light yet ruthless touch in poems like camilla and an ordinary girl he describes the sadness of
unrequited love his drama chandalika is about the angst and helplessness of being in love with an unattainable
ideal brilliantly translated by arunava sinha this selection of rabindranath tagore s fiction poetry lyrics and drama
is evidence of his position as one of the world s greatest writers and reinforces the enduring nature of his words
emotions and beliefs

Social Thought of Rabindranath Tagore
2022-10-26

the hungry stones is a bengali short story written by rabindranath tagore in 1895 the story is about a tax collector
who is sent to a small town and stays at a former palace which is believed to be haunted every night he becomes
more consumed by the spirits of the inhabitants of the palace from the mughal times and a beautiful indian woman

Short Works of Rabindranath Tagore
2022-07-03

chiefly literature translated from bengali includes letters and conversations

Treasure Trove of Literature by Tagore: The Post Office +Selected
Stories of Rabindranath Tagore +The Crescent Moon
1993

my reminiscences 1917 is a memoir by rabindranath tagore published after tagore received the 1913 nobel prize
in literature my reminiscences contains personal reflections on the author s youth education and introduction to
the art of poetry originally published in bengali my reminiscences was written by tagore in his fiftieth year as he
prepared to embark on a journey around the world i know not who paints the pictures on memory s canvas but
whoever he may be what he is painting are pictures by which i mean that he is not there with his brush simply to
make a faithful copy of all that is happening he takes in and leaves out according to his taste in short he is
painting pictures and not writing history in this collection of memories tagore is at his philosophical poetic best
reflecting earnestly and with ease on matters public and private looking back on a life at the center of indian
culture tagore moves fluidly and fluently from youth to young adulthood recalling family friends servants and
strangers with clarity and curiosity afloat in his houseboat lying on a rooftop at night or exploring the outer limits
of his mind tagore shares his insight with us all with a beautifully designed cover and professionally typeset
manuscript this edition of rabindranath tagore s my reminiscences is a classic of indian literature reimagined for
modern readers

Selected Short Stories of Rabindranath Tagore
2022-02-15

the work of rabindranath tagore poet dramatist novelist short story writer philosopher and educationist represents
the intense flowering of bengali into a modern language this comprehensive volume conmprising over three
hundred of his song poems in translation includes lyrics from all sections of gitabitan the definitive collection of
rabindranath s songs

Glimpses of Bengal
2019-04

a set of twelve books by rabindranath tagore translated by the master himself and originally published by
macmillan new york during the first and third decades of the twentieth century it contains four plays five poetry
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collections and two books of essays this is a set of twelve books by rabindranath tagore translated by the master
himself and originally published by macmillan new york during the first and third decades of the twentieth century
that was the time when europe and america were devouring everything written by tagore and were agog with the
excitement of

Greatest Works of Rabindranath Tagore
2014

Rabindranath Tagore for the 21st Century Reader
2022-10-28

The Hungry Stones and Other Stories
2015

Shades of Difference
2021-10-12

My Remininscenes
2000

Particles, Jottings, Sparks
2008

Of Love, Nature and Devotion
2017-06-12

The Life and Time of Rabindranath Tagore
2013-02-16

Rabindranath Tagore
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